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• Digital economy
• Around us
• Use of the Internet
• Effect on products and services

• Nature
• Manufactured
• Sold

• New income streams
• Real money vs Virtual money
• Tax and the digital economy

Introduction (1)
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• Tax knowledge
• Tax knowledge vs tax compliance
• Link with financial literacy
• A framework for tax literacy

• Tax Awareness
• Knowledge
• “Meaning making”

Introduction (2) 
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• Natural persons only
• Usefulness of the framework
• Apply the framework for tax literacy to identify tax knowledge requirements and 

problem areas in the digital economy. 

Objective
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• Qualitative approach
• Thematic search of literature

• OECD
• The Routledge Companion to Accounting Education. M. W. Richard (Ed.), Wilson, R. M., 

Abraham, A., & Mason, C. L.
• Academic databases

• Systematically reviewed to find knowledge requirements

Method
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• Concept relatively new
• Financial literacy
• Defined as:

• dynamic process
• of developing skills and gaining the confidence to be aware of and understand the factors 

that influence your tax decision and of taxation consequences of your decision, 
• to know where to get assistance on complicated tax issues and to use the knowledge 
• to make informed choices and decisions with respect to various transactions.

Tax literacy
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Framework for tax literacy
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Tax knowledge in the digital economy

Tax knowledge

Procedural Legal

Admin Records

Sharing 
economy

Digital 
G&S

Virtual 
Currency
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Knowledge requirement Risk identified
Procedural
Tax administration
- Information
- Tax returns
- Payment of taxes
- Other possibilities

Lack information and ICT skills
Reading & writing skills

Digital record keeping
- Format
- Competencies needed

Records lost/destroyed
Not kept at all
Reproduction of records

Application: Tax knowledge in digital economy
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Knowledge requirement Risk identified
Legal
Sharing
- Employee vs contractor
- Tax compliance
- Personal assets

Tax status
Deductibility of expenses

Provision of digital goods & services
- Source and type of tax
- Expenses and capital assets

Where and how taxed
Deductions, capital allowances
Double tax treaties

Virtual currencies
- Mining
- Transactions
- Held

Trade for tax purposes
Sales taxes
Estate taxes

Application: Tax knowledge in digital economy
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• Unique tax knowledge requirements
• Further study
• References/Bibliography
• Questions and suggestions

Conclusion
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